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ABSTRACT
Objectives: This study investigated what clinical and
sociodemographic factors affected Wisconsin Card
Sorting Test (WCST) factor scores of patients with
schizophrenia to evaluate parameters or items of the
WCST.
Design: Cross-sectional study.
Setting: Patients with schizophrenia from three
hospitals participated.
Participants: Participants were recruited from July
2009 to August 2011. 131 Japanese patients with
schizophrenia (84 men and 47 women, 43.5
±13.8 years (mean±SD)) entered and completed the
study. Participants were recruited in the study if they
(1) met DSM-IV criteria for schizophrenia; (2) were
physically healthy and (3) had no mood disorders,
substance abuse, neurodevelopmental disorders,
epilepsy or mental retardation. We examined
their basic clinical and sociodemographic
factors (sex, age, education years, age of onset,
duration of illness, chlorpromazine equivalent doses
and the positive and negative syndrome scale
(PANSS) scores).
Primary and secondary outcome measures: All
patients carried out the WCST Keio version. Five
indicators were calculated, including categories
achieved (CA), perseverative errors in Milner (PEM)
and Nelson (PEN), total errors (TE) and difficulties of
maintaining set (DMS). From the principal component
analysis, we identified two factors (1 and 2). We
assessed the relationship between these factor scores
and clinical and sociodemographic factors, using
multiple logistic regression analysis.
Results: Factor 1 was mainly composed of CA, PEM,
PEN and TE. Factor 2 was mainly composed of DMS.
The factor 1 score was affected by age, education years
and the PANSS negative scale score. The factor 2
score was affected by duration of illness.
Conclusions: Age, education years, PANSS negative
scale score and duration of illness affected WCST
factor scores in patients with schizophrenia. Using
WCST factor scores may reduce the possibility of type
I errors due to multiple comparisons.

INTRODUCTION
Cognitive impairment in patients with schizo-
phrenia has been evaluated as an indicator of
outcome regarding social functioning and
quality of life.1 2 It is reported that cognitive
performance in patients with schizophrenia
declines from prodrome to onset of schizo-
phrenia (first episode).3 Moreover, it is
reported that decline of cognitive performance
exists before onset of schizophrenia.3 Many
studies using brain imaging suggest that neuro-
biological changes in the brain are related to
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the cognitive impairment in schizophrenia.4–6 Therefore,
some researchers regard cognitive impairment, rather than
positive and negative symptoms, as the core pathology of
schizophrenia.7

However, there are several problems when analysing
cognitive impairment in schizophrenia. First, positive
and negative syndromes modify cognitive perform-
ance.8 9 Second, intelligence level, intelligence profile
(verbal IQ and performance IQ), and educational level
could affect cognitive impairment in patients with
schizophrenia.10–12 In brief, many factors have the
potential to affect cognitive impairment in patients with
schizophrenia. It is necessary to clarify the relationship
between cognitive performance in patients with schizo-
phrenia and clinical and sociodemographic factors in
order to investigate what factors affect cognitive impair-
ment in patients with schizophrenia.
Many neurocognitive tests have been used in order to

evaluate cognitive performance in schizophrenia. The
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST) is a neurocognitive
test using cards and is one of the most frequently used
executive function measures.13 A functional brain imaging
study showed widespread activation across frontal and non-
frontal brain regions during WCST performance.14 It has
been reported that each WCST score was related with
social functioning in patients with schizophrenia.15–17

Recent reports suggest that WCST performance may
decline during disease progression from prodrome to
onset of schizophrenia. A steady (non-significant) pro-
gression of impairment on WCST perseverative errors
(PE) was demonstrated from basic symptom at-risk (BS),
ultra high-risk (UHR) and first-episode (FE) groups
(BS: z=−0.74; UHR: z=−0.88; FE: z=−0.97).3 However,
negative and depressive symptoms may modify WCST
performance in patients with schizophrenia,9 18 and
many other factors (eg, premorbid IQ) may modify
WCST scores.11

Factor structures of WCST in patients with schizophre-
nia have been investigated using principal component
analysis and factor analysis of WCST scores.19–21

Differences in cognitive performance of WCST scores
(categories achieved (CA) and PE) were shown between
patients with schizophrenia and healthy controls
(Cohens’ d=0.91 and 0.53) in one meta-analysis, but age,
education years and other clinical and sociodemo-
graphic factors were not matched in the statistical ana-
lysis.10 In another previous study, age and education
years affected CA and PE scores.22 In a different study,
age affected PE score but education years did not affect
either CA or PE scores.10 Additional two studies showed
age of onset affected PE score23 and the positive and
negative syndrome scale (PANSS) negative scale score
affected CA score in patients with schizophrenia.9 These
findings indicate that it is important to consider all clin-
ical and sociodemographic factors to clarify which affect
WCST scores in patients with schizophrenia.
In previous studies, the Wechsler Adult Intelligence

Scale Full Scale IQ (FSIQ) showed significant

correlations (p<0.05) with CA, perseverative errors in
Milner (PEM) and Nelson (PEN) and TE scores, while
items 3 and 16 of the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale
showed significant correlations (p<0.05) with CA, PEN
and TE scores.24 Affective flattening and blunting and
avolition-apathy on the Scale for the Assessment of
Negative Symptoms showed significant correlations
(p<0.05) with CA, PEM, PEN, TE and difficulties of
maintaining set (DMS) scores of Wisconsin Card Sorting
Test Keio version (KWCST) in Japanese patients with
schizophrenia (n=33).24 However, there is no previous
study that investigated other clinical and sociodemo-
graphic factors (except IQ and negative symptoms)
affecting KWCST scores. Therefore, we investigated
clinical and sociodemographic factors affecting scores
of KWCST25 ( Japanese computerised version26) in
Japanese patients with schizophrenia.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Participants
The study included 131 unrelated Japanese patients with
schizophrenia (age 43.5±13.8 (mean±SD), 84 men and 47
women) from three hospitals. The recruitment took place
from both the outpatient department and the acute/
chronic wards in three hospitals. Fifty-one outpatients
(15 acute phase patients and 36 chronic phase patients)
and 55 inpatients (37 acute phase patients and 18 chronic
phase patients) were recruited. Twenty-five patients were
unspecified (outpatients or inpatients: 20 acute phase
patients and 5 chronic phase patients). Participants were
recruited from July 2009 to August 2011. Profiles of all the
patients are shown in table 1. In total, 104 patients (78%)
were receiving concomitant medications, which could
include benzodiazepines, barbiturates, anticholinergics,
mood stabilisers and antidepressants.
This study protocol was approved by Nagoya University

Graduate School of Medicine and Nagoya University

Table 1 Profiles of patients with schizophrenia

Patients with

schizophrenia (n=131)

Sex

Male Female

84 47

Average (SD)

Age (year) 43.5 (13.8)

Education (year) 12.4 (2.4)

Age of onset (year) 26.3 (10.0)

Duration of illness (year) 17.0 (12.8)

Chlorpromazine equivalent

doses (mg)

618.4 (391.1)

PANSS scale

Positive (7–49) 16.5 (5.3)

Negative (7–49) 19.3 (5.6)

General (16–112) 36.6 (9.4)

Total (30–210) 72.4 (18.1)
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Hospital Ethics Review Committee, and written
informed consent was obtained from each participant.
Participants were recruited for the study if they (1) met
DSM-IV criteria for schizophrenia; (2) were physically
healthy and (3) had no mood disorders, substance
abuse, neurodevelopmental disorders, epilepsy or
mental retardation. Consensus diagnoses were made by
at least two experienced psychiatrists according to
DSM-IV criteria on the basis of unstructured interviews
with patients with schizophrenia (or their family
members) and review of patients’ medical records. Less
than 5% of participants were excluded due to a lack of
consensus. All subjects were unrelated to each other
and lived in the central area of the mainland of Japan.
A general characterisation and psychiatric assessment of
the subjects is available elsewhere.27–29

Measurement settings
The WCST mainly assesses executive function, including
cognitive flexibility in response to feedback.30 KWCST is
the Japanese version of the WCST modified by
Kashima.25 KWCST consists of a card version and a com-
puterised version, both of which have been used to
investigate cognitive performance in patients with
schizophrenia.31 32 In KWCST, there are two levels of
instruction.33 The subject is told that, at the first level,
this is a test of classification based on any of the three
categories of colour, shape or number, and that, at the
second level, the tester’s categories change when the
subject continues to get correct answers at fixed times.
The computerised version uses instruction through
letters on the monitor and the synthetic sound of the
computer in order to prevent potential bias derived
from a confrontation test. We selected specific indicators
(CA, PEM, PEN, TE and DMS) of KWCST in this ana-
lysis, given that these indicators were investigated in pre-
vious studies.31 32 The computerised programme
investigates these indicators at the second level only if
the CA score at the first level is equal or less than 3. We
got data for the following five indicators 32 34 at the first
and second levels in this study.
1. CA: the number of categories for which six consecutive

correct responses are achieved (maximum CA is 8).
2. PEM: the number of incorrect responses in the same

category as the immediately preceding correct
response after the tester’s categories change
(maximum PEM is 47).

3. PEN: the number of incorrect responses in the same
category as the immediately preceding incorrect
response (maximum PEN is 47).

4. TE: the total number of incorrect responses
(maximum TE is 48).

5. DMS: the number of times an incorrect response
occurs after 2–5 consecutive correct responses
(maximum DMS is 16).
We analysed KWCST ( Japanese computerised

version;26 Shimane University, Shimane, Japan) scores
at the first level of the patients with schizophrenia.

Psychiatrists in three hospitals performed the KWCST
assessment.

Clinical and sociodemographic factors
We investigated sex, age, education years, age of onset,
duration of illness, chlorpromazine (CPZ) equivalent
doses and PANSS scores as clinical and sociodemo-
graphic factors. Age was calculated based on the day we
evaluated KWCST scores. Education years were calcu-
lated from elementary school entrance to the graduation
or dropout of the last institution of higher education,
which consisted of junior high school, senior high
school, vocational school, junior college and university
and graduate school. Age of onset was the age at onset
of schizophrenia in each patient and was based on
review of medical records. Duration of illness was
defined from age of onset to age at the time of study.
CPZ equivalent doses were the identified dose ratios of
each antipsychotic in relation to 100 mg of CPZ.35 CPZ
equivalent doses in this study were calculated based on
the method by Inagaki and Inada.36 37 PANSS is a stan-
dardised scale for evaluating positive and negative symp-
toms of schizophrenia and was used to evaluate severity
of schizophrenia in the patients.38

Statistical analysis
Clinical profiles of the patients with schizophrenia are
shown in table 1. We investigated correlations of the five
indicators of the KWCST (CA, PEM, PEN, TE and DMS)
in patients with schizophrenia by Spearman’s Rank
Correlation Test.

Principal component analysis
The principal component model was based on Pearson’s
correlation matrix. We showed the Pearson’s product
moment correlation coefficients between the five indica-
tors of WCST in supplementary table S1 (web-only file).
WCST factors were identified by principal component
analysis of the five indicators without rotation. Factors
were retained using the eigenvalue >1 criterion.

Main analysis
In the main analysis, we investigated what clinical and
sociodemographic factors affected WCST factor scores
in a multiple logistic regression analysis. Our reasoning
for not using multiple linear regression is explained in
supplementary information S1 (web-only file). The
dependent variables were WCST factor scores and inde-
pendent variables were the following candidate clinical
and sociodemographic factors: sex, age, education years,
age of onset, duration of illness, CPZ equivalent doses
and PANSS (positive, negative and general psychopath-
ology scale) scores. We made a dummy conversion vari-
able (1 or 0) for sex. We converted factor scores into
categorical variables (1 or 0), using cut-off values that
were median values of the factor scores. The median was
chosen as a cut-off point for dependent variables based
on reasons explained in supplementary information S2
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(web-only file). In our multiple logistic regression ana-
lysis, we did additional two tests. First, we did an
omnibus test of model coefficients versus a model with
intercept only. This test detects whether a model is sig-
nificant (p<0.05) or not; this is a test of the null hypoth-
esis that adding any variables to the model has not
significantly increased our ability to predict the depend-
ent variable. A model is useless if the p value in
omnibus test was >0.05. Second, we did a Hosmer and
Lemeshow goodness of fit test, which shows how well the
model fits the data with p>0.05 indicating good fit; this
is a test of the null hypothesis that there is a linear rela-
tionship between the predictor variables and the log
odds of the criterion variable. The hit rate in multiple
logistic regression analysis is a measure how well a
model predicts the dependent variable.

Subanalysis
In the subanalysis, we also investigated what clinical and
sociodemographic factors affected the five indicators of
WCST in the multiple logistic regression analysis. We
used multiple logistic regression analysis in the subanaly-
sis in order to compare the results between main and
subanalysis. In this analysis, the dependent variables
were the five indicators of WCST and independent vari-
ables were the candidate clinical and sociodemographic
factors. We compared the results of the multiple logistic
regression analysis with the results of previous
studies.9 10 23

Software
IBM SPSS statistical software (IBM Japan, Tokyo, Japan),
V.19 was used for analyses. The significance level was set
at p=0.05 using a two-tailed t test.

RESULTS
Distribution of the WCST (CA, PEM, PEN, TE and
DMS) scores in patients with schizophrenia is shown in
figure 1. The numbers of patients in the following

analyses were CA n=131, PEM n=122, PEN n=131, TE
n=115 and DMS n=131 because of missing values in the
data.
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients between the

five indicators of WCST are shown in table 2. Although no
strong correlation (>0.8) was observed in any of these clin-
ical and sociodemographic factors, the Spearman’s correl-
ation between PANSS negative scale score and PANSS
general psychopathology scale score was high (0.74).

Principal component analysis
Two factors (1 and 2) were identified in principal com-
ponent analysis of the five indicators of WCST. Factor 1
mainly consisted of CA, PEM, PEN and TE, and
accounted for 65.6% of the total variance. Factor 2
mainly consisted of DMS and accounted for 23.2% of
the total variance (table 3 and figure 2). We converted
the factor 1 and factor 2 scores into categorical variables
(1 or 0) using cut-off values. The cut-off values were the
median values (factor 1:−0.299; factor 2:0.080). We used
these categorical variables as dependent variables in
multiple logistic regression analysis.

Table 2 Correlation coefficients for WCST scores in

patients with schizophrenia

Patients with schizophrenia (n=131)

CA PEM PEN TE DMS

Correlation

coefficient†

CA – – – – –

PEM −0.70** – – – –

PEN −0.79** 0.73** – – –

TE −0.88** 0.71** 0.89** – –

DMS −0.58** 0.30* 0.28* 0.30* –

*p<0.01.
**p<0.001.
†Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient.
CA, categories achieved; DMS, difficulties of maintaining set; PEM,
perseverative errors in Milner; PEN, perseverative errors in Nelson;
TE, total errors; WCST, Wisconsin Card Sorting Test.

Figure 1 Distribution of

Wisconsin Card Sorting Test

scores in patients with

schizophrenia (n=131). None

of the distribution was normal

distribution. CA, categories

achieved; DMS, difficulties

of maintaining set; PEM,

perseverative errors in Milner;

PEN, perseverative errors in

Nelson; TE, total errors;. (A) SD.

(B) Percentage of cases.
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Main analysis
Age, education years and PANSS negative scale score sig-
nificantly affected factor 1 score, and the duration of
illness significantly affected factor 2 score in patients with
schizophrenia (table 4). The details of the results from
the multiple logistic regression analyses are shown in sup-
plementary table S2 (web-only file). p Values in an
omnibus test of model coefficients versus a model with
intercept only were statistically significant (p<0.05) for all
the models in WCST factor scores. In the Hosmer and
Lemeshow goodness of fit test, all the models fit the data
adequately with p>0.05. Factor 1 score may be predicted
precisely by this model considering hit rate (0.77).
CPZ equivalent doses did not affect the WCST scores.

PANSS positive scale score did not affect the WCST
scores; whereas PANSS negative scale score did.

Subanalysis
In the subanalyses, age, education years and PANSS
negative scale score significantly affected CA score. Age
and education years significantly affected PEM, PEN and
TE scores, and age significantly affected DMS score in
patients with schizophrenia. The details of these results
are shown in supplementary tables S3 and S4 (web-only
file); supplementary table S4 includes the results of pre-
vious studies. p Values in the omnibus test of model
coefficients versus a model with intercept only were stati-
stically significant (p<0.05) for all the models for each
WCST score, and all the models fit the data adequately
in the Hosmer and Lemeshow goodness of fit test.

DISCUSSION
This study is the first to investigate the relationships
between WCST factor scores and clinical and sociodemo-
graphic factors in Japanese patients with schizophrenia by
multiple logistic regression analysis. We showed the distri-
bution of each WCST score (figure 1). We conducted prin-
cipal component analysis and identified two factors. The
components of these two factors were similar to previous
studies.19–21 Thus, we could reduce the number of WCST
outcomes from five indicators to two factors (table 3). In
assessment of cognitive function in patients with schizo-
phrenia, using the WCST factor scores may reduce the
possibility of type I errors due to multiple comparisons.
We analysed the relationship between these two factors
and clinical and sociodemographic factors with multiple
logistic regression analysis. We found that age, education
years, PANSS negative scale score and duration of illness
affected the two WCST factor scores.

Principal component analysis
Our study showed that factor 1 mainly consisted of CA,
PEM, PEN and TE and factor 2 mainly consisted of
DMS. In the previous studies with principal component
analysis and factor analysis of WCST scores in patients
with schizophrenia, categories complete (CC; an indica-
tor examining numbers of categories achieved in the
same way as CA), PE (an indicator examining persever-
ation in the same way as PEM and PEN) and TE mainly
constituted one factor. Failure to maintain set (FMS; an
indicator examining difficulty of maintaining set, similar
to DMS) mainly constituted another factor.19–21 Our
results resembled the results of the principal component
analysis and factor analysis of WCST in these previous
studies.19–21

Factor 1, which included representative indicators
(CC, PE, etc), was named as ‘general executive function-
ing’ in a previous study.21 Therefore, factor 1 in our
study also may represent general executive functioning.
In our study, factor 1 score showed a high contribution
ratio of the total variance (65.6%) in principal compo-
nent analysis of WCST scores in patients with schizophre-
nia. WCST factor scores calculated by principal
component analysis may be useful for reducing the

Table 3 Factor loadings in principal component analysis

in patients with schizophrenia (n=131)

Factor 1 Factor 2

WCST score

CA −0.89 0.36

PEM 0.84 0.27

PEN 0.92 0.27

TE 0.93 0.13

DMS 0.29 −0.93
Variance (%) explained by each factor 65.6 23.2

Cumulative explained variance (%) 65.6 88.9

Factor analysis was based on principal component method
without rotation.
Two factors were retained using the eigenvalue >1 criterion.
CA, categories achieved; DMS, difficulties of maintaining set;
PEM, perseverative errors in Milner; PEN, perseverative errors in
Nelson; TE, total errors; WCST, Wisconsin Card Sorting Test.

Figure 2 Component plot in principal component analysis of

Wisconsin Card Sorting Test scores in patients with

schizophrenia (n=131). Abbreviations: CA, categories

achieved; DMS, difficulties of maintaining set; PEM,

perseverative errors in Milner; PEN, perseverative errors in

Nelson; TE, total errors.
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possibility of type I errors due to multiple comparisons.
Factors 1 and 2 in our study resembled those in previous
studies.19–21 Therefore, the KWCST measures cognitive
function similarly to the traditional WCST.
We compared the Spearman’s rank correlation coeffi-

cients with the Pearson’s product moment correlation
coefficients between the five indicators of WCST (table 2
and supplementary table S1). Correlations between CA,
PEM, PEN and TE and a correlation between CA and
DMS were statistically significant (p<0.001). In this point,
both correlation coefficients showed the same direction.
Therefore, using Pearson’s correlation matrix, instead of
Spearman’s correlation matrix, in principal component
analysis may be justified in our study.

Main analysis
We identified clinical and sociodemographic factors
(age, education years and PANSS negative scale score)
affecting WCST factor 1 score. We also identified a clin-
ical and sociodemographic factor (duration of illness)
affecting WCST factor 2 score. This is an important
new finding. Comparing the three main previous
studies 9 10 23 with the current study, we summarised
shared and different findings, shown in table 4.
The shared findings were that age and PANSS negative

scale score were related to WCST scores (table 4).9 10 23

Two findings differed from previous studies
(table 4).9 10 23 First, we found a new relationship
between education years and WCST scores. Second, we
found no relationship between age of onset and WCST
scores. Differences in the results between previous

studies 9 10 23 and our study may be explained by differ-
ences of ethnicity, distribution of age and education
years, types of statistical analysis used, and the version of
WCST. These differences suggest that future studies
about WCST should be conducted with attention to
these conditions.
CPZ equivalent doses did not affect the WCST scores

in this study. This result was in the same direction as one
meta-analysis (n=4524) though recent studies had sug-
gested the possibility of an effect.31 39 40 Future studies
will be necessary to clarify whether CPZ equivalent doses
affect WCST scores under other conditions.
PANSS positive scale score did not affect the WCST

scores but the PANSS negative scale score did. A recent
meta-analysis (n=6519) suggested that negative symp-
toms related to cognitive performance in patients with
schizophrenia whereas positive symptoms did not.41 This
suggests that the relationships between PANSS positive
and negative scale scores and WCST scores in this study
may be reasonable.

Subanalysis
We found that factor 1 score and factor 1 score’s main
components (CA, PEM, PEN and TE) related to age and
education years (see online supplementary table S5
(web-only file)).
The effect of duration of illness on WCST factor 2 score,

which was mainly influenced by DMS, is the novel finding
of the main analysis. However, DMS is not significantly
associated with the duration of illness in the subanalysis
(see online supplementary table S5 (web-only file)). This

Table 4 Clinical and sociodemographic factors for WCST scores of patients with schizophrenia in the current study (main

analysis) and for previous studies

Patients with schizophrenia (n=131)

Previous studiesMain analysis

Factor 1 score Factor 2 score CA† PE† TE†

Sex n/a n/a n/a

Age *** ns‡ ○‡ n/a

Education years ** ns‡ ns‡ n/a

Age of onset ns§ ○§ n/a

Duration of illness * ns‡ ns‡ n/a

Chlorpromazine equivalent doses n/a n/a n/a

PANSS score

Positive (7–49) ns¶ n/a n/a

Negative (7–49) * ○¶ n/a n/a

General (16–112) ns¶ n/a n/a

Hit rate 0.77 0.58 n/a n/a n/a

*p<0.05.
**p<0.01.
***p<0.001.
†CA, PE and TE were included in factor 1 in a previous study.
‡Reference 10.
§Reference 23.
¶Reference 9.
CA, categories achieved; DMS, difficulties of maintaining set; n/a, data not available; ns, not significant; PANSS, positive and negative
syndrome scale; PEM, perseverative errors in Milner; PEN, perseverative errors in Nelson; TE, total errors; WCST, Wisconsin Card Sorting
Test.
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discrepancy between the main analysis and subanalysis may
be derived from the difference between DMS and factor 2
(factor 2 included not only DMS, but also CA, PEM, PEN
and TE).

Limitations
There are several limitations in this study. First, other
clinical and sociodemographic factors that were not
investigated in the current study could affect WCST
scores. Candidates for such clinical and sociodemo-
graphic factors are IQ,42 participants’ dominant arm,
experience with using a computer, doses of drugs affect-
ing cognitive performance (anticholinergics, benzodia-
zepines, etc), sleep,43 eating and risk factors of
arteriosclerosis (body mass index, blood pressure, etc).44

It may be useful to include these factors in future
studies. Second, the WCST indicators (CA, PEM, PEN,
TE and DMS scores) in our study did not cover all
WCST indicators; we selected the major five indicators.
We might find other factors by principal component
analysis or new relationships between new WCST factors
and clinical and sociodemographic factors if we
included other clinical indicators. Third, instead of
using Spearman’s correlation matrix in the principal
component analysis, which might be more appropriate
method in terms of the non-normal distribution of five
WCST indicators, we used Pearson’s correlation matrix.
Fourth, we dichotomised continuous variables (WCST
factor scores) in the multiple logistic regression analysis.
Therefore, careful interpretation of the results may be
needed, considering the statistical weak points.45

CONCLUSION
This study is the first study that investigated clinical and
sociodemographic factors affecting WCST factor scores
calculated by principal component analysis in patients
with schizophrenia. The study was conducted in a rela-
tively large Japanese population. We showed distribution
of measured five WCST indicators in patients with
schizophrenia and confirmed two WCST factors by prin-
cipal component analysis. Age, education years, PANSS
negative scale score and duration of illness affected
WCST scores in patients with schizophrenia. The inter-
action between the duration of illness and a factor of
the WCST needs further confirmation in future studies
because there was a discrepancy between the results of
the main analysis and the subanalysis in this study.
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